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Tagr Tales I – a cure for Kirsty
Logline: Following a tragic car accident that leaves his wife dead, daughter in terrible shape, a troubled father makes
an arrangement with a mystical woman to try and save her setting off the most unique of road trips.

ROB‘s passion for his job and soccer are only matched by his love for wife ANNE and daughter
KIRSTY so when Anne dies, Kirsty resuscitated in a car crash he go’s a little crazy.
The mystical MORAG unveils the crash scene to a drunken Rob. Suddenly sober, Rob sees TAGR’s;
human souls incarnated as otherwise invisible floating double hearts. Rob dismisses Morag’s
explanation of lost souls. He rushes to the hospital, clutching her USB stick talisman.
At the hospital Rob melds - he re-lives a woman’s death as his own, experiencing ecstasy. Morag
was right! With Kirsty left a vegetable Rob go’s off the rails in an orgy of sex and alcohol, alienating
all and making mortal enemies of business partner Pete and psychotic ex-serviceman MAL.
Haunted by Tagrs, grief and guilt Rob searches vainly for a cure for Kirsty. Vulnerable, he falls for
Kirsty’s latest therapist, the stunning lesbian academic and psychologist CARLA, a ringer for Anne.
Desperate, Rob explores his new talent, finds Morag. Morag declares Rob has a gift, is sensitive to
the paranormal world of Tagrs. Morag claims she can cure Kirsty by restoring her soul on the Soul
Plain, a secret subterranean world of soul birth and re-birth, hope and near immortals.
Rob agrees to accompany Morag and Kirsty to the Soul Plain, Carla, curious, rides shotgun.
Pete’s naïve son BEAU, Kirsty’s self-proclaimed soul mate, and his buddies secretly follow on the
pretext of Spring Break, unaware that companion Mal is funded by Pete to arrange Rob’s demise.
A manic Midwest road trip leads to sex, murder, mayhem, and the secret shanty town gateway to
the Soul Plain. Morag’s newly enlarged party includes TOD, a Senator’s stricken son.
Mal recruits mercenary SCULLY, who plots with corrupt Homeland Security official PETR to spoil
Rob’s quest. Mal sacrifices Beau’s buddies to track Rob with Beau, Scully and local mercenaries.
Rob and party brave the medieval Soul Plain. Topside, the police and press interest grows. Plagued
by Tagr’s, each suffer the meld’s agony and ecstasy, repulse the crazed local addicts. Tod is cured,
mother SANDY compromised, their bodyguards slaughtered. Rob is captured by Mal and Kirsty
vanishes. Unscrupulous Scully finds Kirsty, betrays Mal to offer prisoner Rob a deal.
An incredible conspiracy unveils as sentient Tagrs engage Rob, he realises he is a key player.
Rob, freed by Tod seeks revenge but Scully and Mal escape in a bloody debacle. Beau, unforgiven,
admits to causing Anne’s death and crippling Kirsty. Anne’s absolution is achieved in customary
sordid Soul Plain fashion as Rob reclaims and cures Kirsty.
Morag disappears as Homeland Security intercept the triumphant homecoming Rob and survivors.
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